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Greenwood Press. Hardcover. Condition: New. 313 pages. Dimensions: 10.0in. x 7.2in. x 0.8in.Scilab is
a free open-source software package for scientific computation. It includes hundreds of general
purpose and specialized functions for numerical computation, organized in libraries called
toolboxes, which cover such areas as simulation, optimization, systems and control, and signal
processing. One important Scilab toolbox is Scicos. Scicos provides a block diagram graphical
editor for the construction and simulation of dynamical systems. The objective of this book is to
provide a tutorial for the use of ScilabScicos with a special emphasis on modeling and simulation
tools. While it will provide useful information to experienced users it is designed to be accessible to
beginning users from a variety of disciplines. Students and academic and industrial scientists and
engineers should find it useful. The book is divided into two parts. The first part concerns Scilab and
includes a tutorial covering the language features, the data structures and specialized functions for
doing graphics, importing, exporting data and interfacing external routines. It also covers in detail
Scilab numerical solvers for ordinary differential equations and differential-algebraic equations.
Even though the emphasis is placed on modeling and simulation applications, this part provides a
global view...
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Reviews
This ebook is worth purchasing. It is writter in straightforward words and not hard to understand. You will not feel monotony at at any time of your
respective time (that's what catalogs are for about in the event you ask me).
-- Eileen K ling I
The ebook is fantastic and great. It really is basic but unexpected situations within the fi y percent in the book. Its been written in an exceptionally basic
way in fact it is only after i finished reading through this ebook by which actually modified me, modify the way in my opinion.
-- Ms. Donna Pa r ker MD
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